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Abstract: The widespread adoption of distributed energy resources (DERs) leads to resource re-
dundancy in grid operation and increases computation complexity, which underscores the need for
effective resource management strategies. In this paper, we present a novel resource management
approach that decouples the resource selection and power dispatch tasks. The resource selection
task determines the subset of resources designated to participate in the demand response service,
while the power dispatch task determines the power output of the selected candidates. A solution
strategy based on contextual bandit with DQN structure is then proposed. Concretely, an agent
determines the resource selection action, while the power dispatch task is solved in the environment.
The negative value of the operational cost is used as feedback to the agent, which links the two tasks
in a closed-loop manner. Moreover, to cope with the uncertainty in the power dispatch problem, dis-
tributionally robust optimization (DRO) is applied for the reserve settlement to satisfy the reliability
requirement against this uncertainty. Numerical studies demonstrate that the DQN-based contextual
bandit approach can achieve a profit enhancement ranging from 0.35% to 46.46% compared to the
contextual bandit with policy gradient approach under different resource selection quantities.

Keywords: contextual bandit; resource selection; demand response; distributionally robust optimization

1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Motivation

The proliferation of distributed energy resources (DERs) is anticipated within regional
energy networks. For instance, the total installed capacity of wind power and solar power
generation in China will exceed 1.2 billion kW by 2030 [1]. Due to the ongoing concern
about climate change, China is committed to achieving a CO2 emissions peak before 2030,
and carbon neutrality by 2060 [2], which underscores a pressing need for DERs to replace
fossil fuels and participate in regional energy network operations. The integration of DERs
in this manner can offer a range of benefits, such as meeting regional electricity demands
through local resources [3] and providing energy support for the upper grid [4].

However, simply allowing a significant number of resources to participate in the
operation without appropriate selection may result in challenges. For instance, this could
lead to redundancy, whereby a considerable number of resources may have zero power
exchange during the scheduling horizon, which could dampen their initiatives. Thus, it is
crucial to select the optimal portfolio of resources from the entire set of resources, which falls
under the realm of combinatorial optimization, and can be formulated as a mixed-integer
linear programming (MILP) problem [5]. Although such a MILP problem can be solved by
the branch-and-bound technique using existing commercial solvers, this approach can be
computationally challenging when the number of binary variables increases [5]. Moreover,
the practice in [6,7] requires the binary and continuous variables to be solved by a single
entity. However, for resource management problems, the resources selection task and the
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power dispatch task may need to be solved by distinct entities. Therefore, an efficient
resource selection approach that is applicable when confronted with a large number of
resources and that can accommodate distinct entities is needed.

Therefore, in this paper, we consider a resource management problem in which
considerable flexible resources can participate in load balance and demand response service.
Instead of scheduling all of the resources, only a subset of the resources are chosen. The
challenge of this problem lies in the coupling between the upstream resource selection
problem and the downstream energy dispatch problem.

1.2. Literature Review and Research Gap

Consisting of the intercorrelated elements of agent and environment, reinforcement
learning (RL) is a promising approach for solving problems with complex coupling be-
tween two decision-making processes [8,9]. RL has been successfully applied in power
scheduling [10], demand response strategy learning [11], energy pricing and bidding [12,13],
residential resource control [14], etc. However, in a resource management problem, the
state is not affected by selection, and hence, the application of RL techniques that involve
state evolution is not straightforward. As an alternative, the contextual bandit approach
offers a more suitable framework by mapping the features (i.e., the context) to the action.
Contextual bandit can be considered a one-step RL, wherein the optimal strategy is de-
termined solely based on the current context, rather than considering the overall strategy
that considers the dynamic evolution of the system [15]. Algorithms developed for solv-
ing RL problems, such as policy gradient methods, can be adapted for contextual bandit
problems [16].

Currently, many efforts have been devoted to dealing with sequential decision-making
problems using bandit-based approaches, where the decision maker seeks to select the
action with the highest expected reward among action candidates under uncertainty [17].
Applications have been applied to several fields, for instance, recommendation systems [18],
information retrieval [19], healthcare [20], etc. Several current pieces of research about
the application of bandit-based approaches to the energy resource management problem
are provided in Table 1. Multi-armed bandit (MAB) approaches were applied to learn the
behaviors of residential air conditioning [21]; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) [22]; renewable energy sources [23]; and energy storage [24], selecting the optimal
set to participate in primary or secondary frequency regulation. Moreover, the optimal set
of electric vehicles [25] and residential demand resources [26,27] were selected based on
MAB-based approaches to provide demand response services to the power grid operation.
However, the aforementioned approaches mainly focus on the uncertainty pertaining to the
participation of a singular resource type, and the selected resources are aggregated to ensure
the cumulative capacity adequately satisfies the predetermined demand. However, limited
consideration has been paid to the operational impact of resource selection decisions for
multiple types of resources, particularly in the context of uncertain demand requirements.
Therefore, this paper employs the contextual bandit approach to effectively enable the
selection of multiple resources in the presence of operational uncertainties.

Table 1. Applications of bandit-based approaches.

Ref. Resource Type Service Approach

[21] Residential air conditioning Primary and secondary frequency regulation Risk-averse MAB

[22] Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) Secondary frequency regulation Risk-averse MAB

[23] Renewable Energy Sources Secondary frequency regulation MAB
[24] Energy storage Primary frequency regulation MAB
[25] Electric vehicle Ancillary services MAB
[26] Residential demand Demand response MAB
[27] Residential demand Demand response Contextual MAB

This paper Diesel generator, Gas turbine, Curtailable load Load balance, Demand response Contextual MAB
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Stochastic programming and robust optimization are two approaches typically used
to address uncertainty in an operation. Stochastic programming can be further divided
into chance-constrained programming (CCP) [28] and scenario-based approaches [29]. Al-
though stochastic programming has wide application in unit commitment [30], long-term
planning [31], etc., it has some limitations. For instance, the assumed probability distribu-
tion of CCP may not be accurate in some cases, and the number of generated scenarios
required by a scenario-based approach may cause a computational burden. Moreover, ro-
bust optimization makes decisions based on the worst-case scenario of uncertainty, leading
to overly conservative solutions [32]. Distributionally robust optimization (DRO), which
combines CCP and robust optimization, shows promise in overcoming the drawbacks of
these two approaches. With no assumption on the probability distribution of uncertainty,
DRO can obtain a less conservative solution than robust optimization [33].

The formulation of the uncertainty set for DRO is very critical. At present, there
are two common types of methods to construct uncertainty sets. The first type is the
metric-based approach [34], which constructs uncertainty sets for distributions based on
statistical distances. Commonly used statistical distances include Prohorov [35], Kullback–
Leibler scatter [36], Wasserstein distance [37], and φ-scatter [38], etc. The other type is the
moment-based approach, which utilizes moment information (specifically, the first-order
and the second-order moments) to construct uncertainty sets [39]. Since the moment-
based approach can be conveniently reformulated into tractable deterministic optimization
problems, it is suitable for addressing uncertainty in a power dispatch problem.

1.3. Contribution and Organization

In this paper, we decouple the resource management problem in a demand response
service into two tasks, namely, resource selection and power dispatch. Among a large
number of resources, the resource selection task determines which resources are eligible
to participate in the demand response service, while the energy dispatch task solves the
energy dispatch (ED) problem to determine the optimal power output for the selected
resources. Since the two tasks interact with each other, a contextual bandit approach with
a deep Q Network (DQN) structure is leveraged to learn their complex interdependency.
Concretely, given the resources’ features as the input context, the agent learns the optimal
policy of resource selection based on a DQN. Then, given the action of participant selection
made by the agent, the power dispatch task determines the optimal power dispatch among
the selected participants in the environment under the contextual bandit’s framework. The
operational cost of the power dispatch task is treated as the reward and passed back to
guide the agent’s selection decision, thereby forming a closed-loop manner. Additionally,
the uncertainty in the decision-making process of power dispatch is handled with DRO,
and distributionally robust variants for the reserve capacity constraints are formulated.
The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:

(1) A new resource management model, which decouples the resource selection problem
and the power dispatch problem to avoid redundancy and unnecessary participation.

(2) A solution strategy based on contextual bandit with a DQN structure, which treats
the performance of the power dispatch problem as a reward, and learns the policy of
resource selection in a closed-loop manner.

(3) A distributionally robust variant to cope with the demand uncertainty in the power
dispatch task, whose superiorities are empirically demonstrated.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed
framework and the power dispatch problem. Section 3 illustrates the proposed solution
strategy based on the contextual bandit framework. Results are discussed and evaluated in
Section 4. Section 5 provides our conclusion.
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2. Problem Formulation
2.1. The Architecture of the Regional Energy System

The proposed architecture for the resource management problem is shown in Figure 1.
The regional energy system comprises a large number of distributed resources that can
be utilized to balance the local demand and participate in the demand response program.
The distribution company (DisCo) is responsible for selecting the appropriate resources
based on the predicted load level and demand response requirement. Instead of allowing
all available resources to participate, the resource management problem comprises two in-
terrelated tasks, namely, resource selection and power dispatch. Concretely, in the resource
selection task, DisCo selects the best portfolio, which is eligible to fulfill the service, based
on contextual information such as the predicted load and demand response requirement.
Subsequently, based on the selection decision, the optimization problem of power dispatch,
which only involves the continuous variables, is performed among the selected resources
in the regional energy network. Therefore, the resource management problem involves the
complex coupling between the two tasks.
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Figure 1. The illustration of the proposed architecture for the regional energy system.

The compact mathematical form of the resource management problem at a single time
slot can be formulated as follows.

min
x,y

cTy (1a)

s.t. Ax + By ≤ g (1b)

Hx·My = d (1c)

1Tx = K (1d)

x binary (1e)

where c, A, B, H, M and g, d are the coefficient matrixes and the coefficient vectors, sepa-
rately. The all one vector is denoted by 1. The binary variable x represents the selection
decision, which indicates the operation statuses of the resources. The continuous variable y
refers to the power dispatch schedule of the resources. The overall objective is to minimize
the management cost while satisfying the predicted load and demand response require-
ment. Constraints (1b) and (1c) couple the decisions of the resource selection problem and
the power dispatch problem. Constraint (1b) gives the generation capacity and load curtail-
ment limitation constraints, and constraint (1c) represents the energy balance constraint.
Constraint (1d) restricts the number of the selected resources to a given integer K.
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2.2. The Power Dispatch Problem

This section establishes the mathematical formulation of the power dispatch prob-
lem. The resources considered include diesel generators (DGs), gas turbines (GTs), and
curtailable loads.

2.2.1. Diesel Generator

The output power of DGs consists of two parts: power balancing of the predicted load
and participation in the demand response service, respectively. Let A denote the set of
DGs, such that i ∈ A represents the index of the DGs analyzed. The constraints of DGs can
be formulated as follows:

0 ≤ Pdg
i,t ≤ Pdg

i ·B
dg
i (2)

0 ≤ Pdg
i,t + Pdg,DR

i,t ≤ Pdg
i ·B

dg
i (3)

−Rdg,D
i ·Bdg

i ≤ Pdg
i,t+1 − Pdg

i,t ≤ Rdg,U
i ·Bdg

i (4)

−Rdg,D
i ·Bdg

i ≤ Pdg
i,t+1 + Pdg,DR

i,t+1 − Pdg
i,t − Pdg,DR

i,t ≤ Rdg,U
i ·Bdg

i (5)

−Pdg
i ·B

dg
i ≤ Pdg,DR

i,t ≤ Pdg
i ·B

dg
i (6)

where Bdg
i is the binary variable determined by the DisCo in the resource selection problem,

which is a parameter in the power dispatch problem. When Bdg
i = 1, the i-th DG is chosen to

balance the predicted load and participate in the demand response service. When Bdg
i = 0,

the i-th DG is not chosen. Constraints (2) and (3) restrict the output power of DG within
the allowable range. Constraints (4) and (5) give the lower and upper bounds of the ramp
constraints. Constraint (6) limits the output power of DG in the demand response service.

2.2.2. Gas Turbine

The outputs of GTs are leveraged to balance the local demand and serve in the demand
response program. We assume that B denotes the set of GTs, and i ∈ B represents the index
of chosen GTs. The constraints of the GTs can be formulated as follows:

0 ≤ Pgt
i,t ≤ Pgt

i ·B
gt
i (7)

0 ≤ Pgt
i,t + Pgt,DR

i,t ≤ Pgt
i ·B

gt
i (8)

−Rgt,D
i ·Bgt

i ≤ Pgt
i,t+1 − Pgt

i,t ≤ Rgt,U
i ·Bgt

i (9)

−Rgt,D
i ·Bgt

i ≤ Pgt
i,t+1 + Pgt,DR

i,t+1 − Pgt
i,t − Pgt,DR

i,t ≤ Rgt,U
i ·Bgt

i (10)

−Pgt
i ·B

gt
i ≤ Pgt,DR

i,t ≤ Pgt
i ·B

gt
i (11)

where Bgt
i is the determined binary variable in the resource selection problem, which is

treated as a parameter in the power dispatch problem. When Bgt
i = 1, the i-th GT is chosen

to generate power. When Bgt
i = 0, the i-th GT is not chosen. Constraints (7) and (8) limit the

lower and upper bounds of the GTs’ output. Constraints (9) and (10) represent the ramp
limitation of the GTs. Constraint (11) shows the range of the output power of the GTs in the
demand response service.
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2.2.3. Curtailable Load

Let C denote the set of curtailable loads, such that i ∈ C represents the index of the
curtailable loads analyzed.

0 ≤ Pcu
i,t ≤ Pcu

i ·Bc
i (12)

Constraint (12) restricts the range of the curtailable load. Bc
i is a DisCo determined

parameter in the power dispatch problem. When Bc
i = 1, the i-th curtailable load is chosen

in the demand response service. When Bc
i = 0, it is not chosen.

Therefore, the mathematical formulation of the power dispatch problem is:

min c = ∑
t∈T

Pgrid
t ·πt + ∑

i∈A
cdg + ∑

i∈B
cgt + ∑

i∈C
cc (13)

cdg = ∑
t∈T

[
ρ

dg
i

(
Pdg

i,t + Pdg,DR
i,t

)
− πDR·Pdg,DR

i,t

]
·Bdg

i (14)

cgt = ∑
t∈T

[
πgas·ηgt

i

(
Pgt

i,t + Pgt,DR
i,t

)
− πDR·ηgt

i ·P
gt,DR
i,t

]
·Bgt

i (15)

cc = ∑
t∈T

(
−πDR·Pcu

i,t

)
·Bc

i (16)

It has the following system constraints:

Pgrid
t + ∑

i∈A
Pdg

i,t ·B
dg
i + ∑

i∈B
Pgt

i,t ·B
gt
i = Pload,P

t + ∑
i∈C

Pcu
i −∑

i∈C
Pcu

i,t ·Bc
i (17)

∑
i∈A

Pdg,DR
i,t ·Bdg

i + ∑
i∈B

Pgt,DR
i,t ·Bgt

i + ∑
i∈C

Pcu
i,t ·Bc

i = PDR
t (18)

P

(
∑
i∈A

Pdg
i ·B

dg
i − ∑

i∈A
Pdg

i,t ·B
dg
i + ∑

i∈B
Pgt

i ·B
gt
i − ∑

i∈B
Pgt

i,t ·B
gt
i ≥ δload

t

)
≥ 1− α (19)

P

(
∑
i∈C

Pcu
i ·Bc

i −∑
i∈C

Pcu
i,t ·Bc

i ≥ δDR
t

)
≥ 1− α (20)

where the cost in (13) is minimized over a single time period indexed by t ∈ T. The first
term of (13) is the cost of purchasing power from the grid. On the right side of function
(14), the first term indicates the operating cost of the DGs, while the second term denotes
the revenue obtained from participating in the demand response service. Likewise, the
GTs’ costs for and profits from participating in the demand response service are presented
in (15). Equation (16) presents the compensation for the load curtailment. Constraint (17)
indicates that the total generation should be equal to the total load demand. Additionally,
constraint (18) ensures that the demand response requirement is met through the output of
the DGs, GTs, and load curtailment.

Since the predicted load and demand response requirement have uncertainty, some
DG, GT, and curtailable load capacities are spared to improve the reliability with a certain
probability. The chance constraints are formulated in (19) and (20). δload

t , δDR
t are the

corresponding random variables of the estimation errors and α is the risk parameter. Then,
the distributionally robust variants for the chance constraints are:

inf
f (δload

t )∈Dload
t

Pδload
t

(
∑
i∈A

Pdg
i,t ·B

dg
i − ∑

i∈A
Pdg

i ·B
dg
i + ∑

i∈B
Pgt

i,t ·B
gt
i − ∑

i∈B
Pgt

i ·B
gt
i + δload

t ≤ 0

)
(21)

inf
f (δDR

t )∈DDR
t

PδDR
t

(
∑
i∈C

Pcu
i,t ·Bc

i −∑
i∈C

Pcu
i ·Bc

i + δDR
t ≤ 0

)
(22)
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where Dload
t , DDR

t and f
(

δload
t

)
, f
(
δDR

t
)

are the ambiguity sets and probability density

functions of δload
t , δDR

t , respectively. The ambiguity set is defined by the first and second
moments [40]:

D =


∫

f (ξ)dξ = 1
f (ξ) : E[ξ] = 0

E
[
ξ2] = σ2

(23)

Since the random variables δload
t , δDR

t have the same type of ambiguity set, for simplic-
ity, we use the variable ξ to denote those variables in (23).

Through the deterministic convex reformulation [40], the distributionally robust con-
straints (21), (22) can be rewritten as:

∑
i∈A

Pdg
i,t ·B

dg
i − ∑

i∈A
Pdg

i ·B
dg
i + ∑

i∈B
Pgt

i,t ·B
gt
i − ∑

i∈B
Pgt

i ·B
gt
i +

√
1− α

α
·σload

t ≤ 0 (24)

∑
i∈C

Pcu
i,t ·Bc

i −∑
i∈C

Pcu
i ·Bc

i +

√
1− α

α
·σDR

t ≤ 0 (25)

Therefore, we can solve the power dispatch problem as follows:

min c = ∑
t∈T

Pgrid
t ·πt + ∑

i∈A
cdg + ∑

i∈B
cgt + ∑

i∈C
cc

s.t.(2)–(12), (14)–(18), (24)–(25)
(26)

3. Solution Strategy
3.1. The Contextual Bandit Formulation

We design a closed-loop framework between the resource selection problem and the
power dispatch problem using the contextual bandit algorithm. The resource selection
problem needs to determine K participants out of the |A|+ |B|+ |C| distributed resources
to balance the predicted load and participate in the demand response service, where K is
the parameter set by DisCo. Given the participant selection decision, the power dispatch
problem solves the problem in (26). The cost obtained from Equation (13) reflects the
quality of the decision made in the resource selection problem, and affects the decision-
making process in turn. The illustration of the contextual bandit-based resource selection
framework is depicted in Figure 2.
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The detailed formulation of the problem and the key elements are outlined in the following.
Agent: the agent learns the policy that determines which resources to select for

participation in the demand response program. The policy is learned based on a deep
Q-network structure that maps contextual information to specific actions.

Environment: the optimal power dispatch problem of regional distributed resources is
solved in the environment.

Context: the context vector plays the role of input feature for the agent regarding
the demand level of predicted load and demand response service. Here, this is a 2·|T|-
dimensional vector that can reflect the predicted load and demand response requirement.
Thus, it has the form of

[
Pload,P

1 ; . . . ; Pload,P
|T| ; PDR

1 ; . . . ; PDR
|T|

]
.

Action: the output action a is a vector that has the form of
[

Bdg
1 , . . . , Bdg

|A|, Bgt
1 , . . . , Bgt

|B|,

Bc
1, . . . , Bc

|C|

]T
. If the element ai of the action vector equals one, the corresponding resource

is selected as a participant. Conversely, if the element ai of the action vector equals zero,
the corresponding resource is not selected.

Reward: If (26) is feasible and can be solved, the reward is set as the negative value of
the operational cost in (13):

R(a) = −c/cbase (27)

where cbase is the constant base profit.
If the chosen action causes (26) to be unsolvable, the reward is set to a small negative

constant. In our case, we set R(a) as −5. Therefore, the agent can learn the policy of
resource selection to maximize the reward, which in turn minimizes the cost.

3.2. The Contextual Bandit with a DQN Structure

The flowchart of the contextual bandit approach with a DQN structure is depicted in
Figure 3. Based on the training set, the agent learns the state-action approximation function
Q(st, at |θ), which approximates the reward value rt to minimize the estimation error. The
loss function is defined as (28).

L = min
θ

∑
t∈T tr

1
2
(Q(st, at |θ)− rt)

2 (28)

The DNN parameter θ̂ is updated by gradient descent. By randomly sampling a batch of
data BQ = {st, at}B

t=1 from the agent’s buffer DQ, the parameter is updated based on (29).

θ̂← θ̂− ηQ· ∑
t∈BQ

(
Q
(
st, at

∣∣θ̂)− rt
)∂Q

(
st, at

∣∣θ̂)
∂θ̂

(29)

where, ηQ is the learning rate. Based on the estimated parameter θ̂, the ε-greedy algorithm
is used to select actions. To make a balance between exploration and exploitation, the agent
chooses the best action at = arg maxQ

(
st, at

∣∣θ̂) with a probability of 1 − ε, and randomly
chooses an action from the action space with a probability of ε. In the learning process, the
explore rate ε decays exponentially from the maximization value εmax to the minimization
value εmin, which is defined as:

ϕ(e, ε) =
(

εdecay

)e−1
·εmax (30)

where e is the number of epochs. Therefore, based on the state-action approximation func-
tion Q

(
st, at

∣∣θ̂) and the ε-greedy algorithm, the resource selection decision is determined.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Contextual bandit approach with a DQN structure

1. Input: Batch size B, learning rate ηQ, epoch = E, learning parameters εmin,εmax,εdecay.
2. Initialize: The parameter θ of the DQN-based agent is initialized randomly.
3. for e = 1 : E do
4. for t = 1 :

∣∣T tr
∣∣ do

5. Based on the input state st, the agent selects random action at with probability ε, otherwise
selects the best action at = argmaxQ

(
st, at

∣∣θ̂).
6. Execute the action at in the environment: Solve the power dispatch problem (26), and obtain
the reward according to (13).
7. Restore the tuple (st, at, rt) in the agent buffer DQ.
8. Randomly sample dataset BQ with batch size of B from the buffer DQ, and update the agent’s
network parameter according to (29).
9. if ε > εmin
10. ε← ϕ(e, ε)
11. else
12. ε← εmin
13. end
14. end for
15. end for

4. Case Study
4.1. Implementation Detail

The regional energy network studied is composed of one hundred DGs, one hundred
GTs, and fifty curtailable loads, which are available for local demand balance and to
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participate in the demand response service. The load data obtained from the Low Carbon
London Trail (LCL) [41] is utilized in this case. The cost is calculated in the currency of
Chinese RMB.

The model of DGs is formulated as (2)–(6), (14). The marginal costs of DGs are
distributed between [0.2,0.4] RMB/kWh. The ramp up parameters Rdg,U

i , ramp down

parameters Rdg,D
i and the maximum output powers Pdg

i of DGs are distributed between
[30, 50] kW, [20, 40] kW, and [80, 120] kW, respectively. The model of GTs is developed
as (7)–(11), (15), and the generation efficiencies of GTs are distributed between [0.4, 0.6]
km3/kWh. The ramp up parameters Rgt,U

i , ramp down parameters Rgt,D
i and the maximum

output powers Pgt
i of GTs are distributed between [50, 60] kW, [30, 50] kW, and [80, 100] kW,

respectively. For curtailable loads, the model is built as (12), (16). The maximum curtailable
power is distributed between [50, 80] kW. The resource parameters are summarized in
Appendix A (Tables A1–A3). The distributions of the parameters are depicted in Figure 4.
By dividing the load dataset into the training set and the testing set, we train a Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model to realize load prediction. The MAPE of the LSTM
model on the test set is 7.7% [42,43]. Based on the trained model, we obtained the predicted
load. The predicted load and demand response requirement are presented in Figure 5. The
standard deviations of the predicted load and demand response requirement are 0.1 and
0.06 times the forecast values, respectively. The distributionally robust risk parameter α
is set as 10%. The cost of demand response compensation and the price of natural gas
are set as 2.4 RMB/kWh and 0.6 RMB/km3, respectively. The Time-of-Use (ToU) tariff is
illustrated in Figure 6.The correct figure 4, 7, 9-12, which is extracted from the proofreading version. 
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The architecture of DQN consists of two hidden layers, one input layer, and one
output layer. The hidden layers are the fully connected layers using ReLU as the activation
function. We observe that the two hidden layers are sufficient to cope with the resource
selection. The details of the DQN parameters are listed in Table 2. The model is trained
using an Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1 × 10−4. The software platform is based
on Python combined with Pytorch [44] and Gurobi.

Table 2. Summary of the DQN’s parameters.

Item Value

Batch size 128
No. of hidden layers 2

No. of neurons in the input layer 48
No. of neurons in the output layer 250

No. of neurons in the first hidden layer 256
No. of neurons in the second hidden layer 512

Optimizer Adam
Learning rate 1 × 10−4

4.2. Approaches Comparison

This section aims to demonstrate that the proposed approach can find the optimal
solution to the problem. Considering the case that all distributed resources in the regional
energy network are taking part in the demand response service (K = 250), the comparison
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candidate has the same formulation as the problem in (26), with the difference being
that Bdg

i , Bgt
i , Bc

i are settled as constants equal to 1. The comparison candidate is solved
by Gurobi. Since this process can obtain the global optimal solution, it is regarded as
a benchmark. The costs defined in (13) of the two approaches are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
The negative value of the cost indicates that the distributed resources can gain a profit by
participating in the demand response service. The proposed approach and the comparison
candidate have the same profit, indicating that the proposed approach can obtain the
optimal solution even though it solves the resource selection problem and power dispatch
problem separately.

Table 3. The cost comparison and the number of non-participating resources under 50–150 selected
resources.

K = 50 K = 75 K = 100 K = 125 K = 150

The cost of the proposed approach −11,859.38 −20,146.53 −23,437.17 −24,486.76 −25,228.14
The cost of the comparison benchmark \ \ \ \ \

The number of non-participating resources 0 14 29 57 72

Table 4. The cost comparison and the number of non-participating resources under 175–250 selected
resources.

K = 175 K = 200 K = 225 K = 250

The cost of the proposed approach −25,855.20 −25,849.38 −26,056.01 −26,064.28
The cost of the comparison benchmark \ \ \ −26,064.28

The number of non-participating resources 94 117 139 180

Furthermore, the results of the power dispatch task are shown in Figure 7, which
displays the outputs of DGs and GTs, the load curtailments, and the power purchased
from the grid for both the proposed approach and the benchmark comparison. Figure 7
depicts the mean and 95% confidence intervals around the mean for all of the distributed
resources. The areas formed by the intervals of the two approaches overlap well, and the
mean values are almost identical, indicating that the decision variables obtained by the
proposed approach are nearly identical to those of the comparison candidate. This confirms
that the proposed approach can achieve the global optimal solution. Additionally, since
it is more economical for curtailable loads to participate in the demand response service,
they shoulder all of the demand response requirements. Therefore, the outputs of DGs and
GTs do not participate in the demand response service. Instead, since the marginal costs of
DGs and GTs are relatively cheaper than the ToU price during the flat and peak periods,
the outputs of DGs and GTs satisfy all of the predicted load demand in the regional energy
network without purchasing power from the grid.

4.3. Results under the Different Number of Selected Resources

In addition to the above discussed case in which K = 250, we also consider a scenario
in which only part of the distributed resources are chosen to satisfy the predicted load and
participate in the demand response service. Accordingly, in this scenario, the value of K is
set as a positive integer less than 250. Specifically, we consider cases in which the value of K
is equal to 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, and 225. The dynamic training processes of moving
average rewards under different values of K are shown in Figure 8. Since the reward is the
negative value of the cost, a larger value indicates better performance. During the training
process, the agent gradually learns how to maximize the reward, leading to an increase
in the moving average reward until convergence. The proposed approach can converge
under all scenarios within 100 epochs, which demonstrates the convergence performance.
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For different values of K from 50 to 150, Figures 9–12 depict all decision variables’
means and 95% confidence intervals around the means. When the value of K equals 50, 75,
and 100, DGs and GTs generate power to meet the demand response requirements from 8:00
to 21:00, and curtailable loads contribute the most due to their lower cost. As the number
of selected resources increases, the power output of DGs and GTs for demand response
decreases. When the value of K is greater than or equal to 150, the demand response task is
solely carried out by the curtailable loads. Moreover, with the increase in the value of K,
the time slots during which electricity is purchased from the grid decrease. After the value
of K increases to 75, the electricity is only bought during the valley period of the ToU tariff.
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When the value of K reaches 100, the regional energy system no longer needs to purchase
power from the grid. Most of the load demand in the regional energy network is satisfied
by the output power of DGs and GTs.
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The operation costs defined in (13) of the six scenarios are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
The fourth row of Tables 3 and 4 shows the number of distributed resources whose output
power or load curtailment is always zero during the scheduled time horizon. We use the
term ‘non-participating resources’ to denote them. Additionally, for comparison, we use
the problem in (26) as the comparison candidate, with the difference being that a constraint
limiting the number of distributed resources participating in the operation is added:

∑
i∈A

Bdg
i + ∑

i∈B
Bgt

i + ∑
i∈C

Bc
i = K (31)

However, the comparison candidate model cannot be solved by commercial solvers
due to the limited number of participants; therefore, we use a slash in Tables 3 and 4
to indicate the unsolvable situation. In contrast, the proposed approach is feasible and
can still obtain the optimal solution. This demonstrates the superiority of the proposed
approach, which decouples the resource selection problem and power dispatch problem so
that the computational scale is reduced and the binary and continuous variables realize
the decoupling. Thus, the proposed approach allows the regional operator to choose
an appropriate number of participants instead of requiring all resources to take part in
the demand response service. Additionally, the proposed approach is compared with
a multiple attribute decision making approach [45]. The comparative results, as presented
in Table 5, reveal that the DQN-based bandit approach can achieve a cost improvement
exceeding 4.73% across various K values. The results demonstrate the performance of the
proposed approach in identifying optimal solutions for resource selection.

Table 5. The costs improvement of the proposed approach compared to the counterpart.

K = 75 K = 100 K = 125 K = 150 K = 175 K = 200 K = 225

Improvement 34.38% 15.56% 10.92% 5.99% 7.99% 7.11% 4.73%

Moreover, as depicted in Tables 3 and 4, as more distributed resources participate in
the operation, the gained profit increases but the number of non-participating resources
also increases, which dampens the resources’ initiative to participate in the load balance and
demand response service. Therefore, it is essential for the operator to select the proper value
of to balance the gained profit and the number of non-participating resources. Moreover,
as shown in Table 3, the alteration in cost resulting from the different K values is relatively
small for values of K exceeding 100; however, when the value of K falls below 100, the cost
undergoes significant changes. This phenomenon can be attributed to the limited capacity
of distributed energy resources, which restricts the total capacity of units when excessively
small K values are settled. Consequently, a substantial quantity of electricity must be
procured from the grid at a considerable expense to fulfill the demand. Conversely, when
the K value is large, resource selection competence enables attaining autonomy. Therefore,
establishing an appropriate value for K is imperative to ensure the economic viability of
the decision.

To determine the proper value of K, we first normalize the values of the profit and
the number of non-participating resources. The normalized profit and the number of non-
participating resources under different values of K are shown in Figure 13. The normalized
profit only increases a little when the value of K equals 100. In contrast, the number of
non-participating resources increases a lot at that point. Therefore, the value of K is set as
100 in the following analysis.
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4.4. Comparison with Other Approaches for Dealing with the Uncertainty

Firstly, we evaluate the reliability of the model by simulating different scenarios of the
predicted load and demand response requirement. A total of 10,000 samples are generated
from the Gaussian distribution for the predicted load and demand response requirement,
respectively. We check the violation of the reserve capacity constraints under different
distributionally robust risk levels.

The CCP and RO approaches are used for comparison. The CCP approach assumes that
the estimation error follows a Gaussian distribution. Then, according to the reference [46],
we transform (19) and (20) into the deterministic equivalents:

∑
i∈A

Pdg
i ·B

dg
i − ∑

i∈A
Pdg

i,t ·B
dg
i + ∑

i∈B
Pgt

i ·B
gt
i − ∑

i∈B
Pgt

i,t ·B
gt
i ≥ z1−α/2·σload

t (32)

∑
i∈C

Pcu
i ·Bc

i −∑
i∈C

Pcu
i,t ·Bc

i ≥ z1−α/2·σDR
t (33)

where z1−α/2 is the 100·(1− α/2)th quantile of the standard normal distribution. σload
t , σDR

t
are the standard deviations of predicted load and demand response requirement estimation
errors. Then, the power dispatch problem can be formulated as follows:

min c = ∑
t∈T

Pgrid
t ·πt + ∑

i∈A
cdg + ∑

i∈B
cgt + ∑

i∈C
cc

s.t.(2)–(12), (14)–(18), (32), (33)
(34)

The RO optimization problem to determine the power dispatch in the worst case is
formulated as a min-max problem. The objective function is:

min
x

max
Pload,P

t ∈ Y load
t ,

PDR
t ∈ YDR

t

∑
t∈T

Pgrid
t ·πt + ∑

i∈A
cdg + ∑

i∈B
cgt + ∑

i∈C
cc (35)

where x is the decision variable, including Pgrid
t , Pdg

t , Pdg,DR
i,t , Pgt

t , Pgt,DR
i,t , Pcu

i,t , Bdg, Bgt, Bc
i .

Y load
t ,YDR

t are the uncertainty set of Pload,P
t and PDR

t , respectively. By calculating the
quartiles of the history data, we set the uncertainty sets as [1st quartile, 3rd quartile]. It
is evident that the optimization solution to the inner maximization problem belongs to
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the region where Pload,P
t and PDR

t reach their upper limits. Therefore, the problem can be
transferred to a deterministic problem as follows.

min c = ∑
t∈T

Pgrid
t ·πt + ∑

i∈A
cdg + ∑

i∈B
cgt + ∑

i∈C
cc

s.t.(2)–(12), (14)–(16), (37), (38)
(36)

Pgrid
t + ∑

i∈A
Pdg

i,t ·B
dg
i + ∑

i∈B
Pgt

i,t ·B
gt
i = P̂+,load,P

t + ∑
i∈C

Pcu
i −∑

i∈C
Pcu

i,t ·Bc
i (37)

∑
i∈A

Pdg,DR
i,t ·Bdg

i + ∑
i∈B

Pgt,DR
i,t ·Bgt

i + ∑
i∈C

Pcu
i,t ·Bc

i = P̂+,DR
t (38)

where P̂+,load,P
t and P̂+,DR

t are the upper limits of Y load
t ,YDR

t , respectively.

We set the risk levels of DRO and CCP to range from 10% to 50% and calculate the
possibility of non-violation and profit for the current method and its counterparts. The
results are presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Results of non-violation possibility and profit.

Approach Non-Violation Probability Profit

DRO-10% 99.94% 23,437.17
CCP-10% 97.90% 23,383.58
DRO-20% 99.66% 23,860.45
CCP-20% 95.38% 23,151.89
DRO-30% 97.11% 23,260.54
CCP-30% 93.46% 23,246.75
DRO-40% 95.31% 23,742.61
CCP-40% 90.78% 23,558.23
DRO-50% 96.84% 24,331.25
CCP-50% 89.26% 22,911.03

RO 100% 6274.31

The non-violation probability comparisons between the current approach and the CCP
approach are depicted in Figure 14. The proposed model demonstrates high robustness,
with a small chance of violation (greater than 95% chance of non-violation in all scenarios).
Of particular importance, when the risk parameter is set to less than 20%, the non-violation
probability is greater than 99%. Notably, the proposed approach’s probability of violation
curve remained above the curve of the CCP model, indicating its higher robustness com-
pared to the CCP approach. Additionally, the RO approach obtained conservative results
with no chance of violation.
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The difference in profits obtained by the two approaches is presented in Figure 15.
The gained profit of the current DRO model is higher than the CCP approach at different
risk levels. Specifically, at a risk level of 50%, the relative difference is 6.20%, indicating
a significant increase in profits of the current DRO approach compared with the CCP
approach. Moreover, the profit of the RO approach is small due to its conservativeness.
Hence, the current DRO approach can maintain a high probability of non-violation while
reducing the conservativeness to obtain higher profit.
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4.5. Comparison with Other Contextual Bandit-Based Approaches

In this subsection, we compare the current approach based on the deep Q-network
with the counterpart based on policy gradient (PG)-based approach. A detailed model
of the policy gradient (PG)-based bandit approach and the corresponding parameters are
provided in Appendix B. A comparison of the profits and non-participating resources of
the two approaches is presented in Tables 7 and 8. The comparison curves are depicted in
Figure 16.
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Bandit Approach
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K = 100 23,437.17 20,578.44 13.89%
K = 125 24,486.76 24,110.70 1.56%
K = 150 25,228.14 25,140.37 0.35%
K = 175 25,855.2 25,491.63 1.43%
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Based on the results, the profits obtained by the DQN-based approach are higher than
the PG-based approach under a different number of selected resources, which indicates
the effectiveness of the current DQN-based approach. Notably, even though the number
of non-participating resources of the DQN-based approach is greater than that of the
counterpart when the number of selected resources is less than 125, the profits also have
a noticeable improvement.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a novel resource management approach to select the proper
subset of resources to participate in a demand response service. Resource selection and
power dispatch are treated as independent but interrelated tasks. The resource selection
policy is learned by a DQN-based agent, with the power dispatch serving as the environ-
ment to provide feedback and guide policy learning. Uncertainty in the power dispatch
task is addressed by employing a distributionally robust variant.

Case studies validate that the proposed approach can find the optimal solution com-
pared with the benchmark approach, and has good convergence performance. Moreover,
both the gained profit and the number of non-participating resources increase along with
the increasing number of participants. Furthermore, with the advantage that no assump-
tion on the probability distribution of uncertainty is needed, DRO is applied to cope with
the uncertainty in the power dispatch problem. Numerical studies demonstrate the DRO
model obtains higher non-violation probability in all scenarios with risk parameters set
from 10% to 50% compared to the CCP approach. When the risk parameter is set below
20%, the non-violation probability of DRO can reach more than 99%, which is close to the
results of the RO approach, along with a substantial increase in profits compared to the
conservative strategy of RO. Moreover, the DQN-based contextual bandit approach can
achieve a profit improvement of 0.35–46.46% compared to contextual bandit with policy
gradient under different resource selection amounts.

Our proposed approach can tackle the problem which has two intercorrelated decision-
making tasks. It will be interesting to apply this approach to other similar problems in
the future.
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Appendix A Parameters of Resources in the Regional Energy Network

Table A1. Parameters of Diesel generators.

Item Value

Resource quantity 100
Marginal costs [0.2, 0.4]

Ramp up parameters [30, 50]
Ramp down parameters [20, 40]

Maximum output [80, 120]

Table A2. Parameters of Gas turbines.

Item Value

Resource quantity. 100
Generation efficiencies [0.4, 0.6]
Ramp up parameters [50, 60]

Ramp down parameters [30, 50]
Maximum output [80, 100]

Table A3. Parameters of Curtailable loads.

Item Value

Resource quantity 50
Maximum curtailable power [50, 80]

Appendix B The Detailed Model of the Policy Gradient (PG)—Based Bandit
Approach and the Corresponding Parameters

In the policy gradient (PG) -based bandit approach, the raw outputs of the DNN’s
last layer are denoted by the set {xi}

|A|+|B|+|C|
i=1 with the size |A|+ |B|+ |C|, where xi is

the output of the i-th neuron. Since the possibility of each distributed resource being se-
lected is independent, given the neurons from the output layer {xi}

|A|+|B|+|C|
i=1 , the sigmoid

activation function is implemented to transform the raw output values of the feedforward
neural network into independent probabilities:

p(xi) =
1

1 + e−xi
(A1)

where p(xi) estimates the possibility of choosing a specific resource i given the input feature.
The decaying ε-greedy algorithm in (30) is also used to determine the action in the

PG-based approach. If a random number between 0.0 and 1.0 is larger than ε, the top K
elements with the larger possibilities are chosen, and their corresponding elements in the
action vector are assigned as one. If the random number is smaller than ε, K distributed

resources are randomly selected. Therefore, we have
|A|+|B|+|C|

∑
i=1

ai = K.

In the policy gradient approach, DNN learns the policy to maximize the reward:

R(a)·P(a|s, θ) (A2)

where θ is the parameter of DNN. s is the input context and a = {ai}
|A|+|B|+|C|
i=1 is the

output action under the context. The reward R(a) under the action a can reflect the quality
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of the decided action, which then affects DNN’s parameters update. Thus, the unbiased
gradient estimation using (30) yielding:

∇θ = R(a)·∇ log P(a|s, θ) (A3)

Therefore, when the value of R(a) is large, the parameter θ is tuned to increase the
possibility of the action a. The parameters of DNN are updated by:

θ+ η·∇θ→ θ (A4)

where η is the learning rate.
The architecture of DNN consists of two hidden layers, one input layer, and one output

layer. The hidden layers are the fully connected layers using tanh as the activation function.
Details of the DNN parameters are listed in Table A4. The model is trained using stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) optimizer.

Table A4. Summary of the DNN’s parameters.

Item Value

Iteration epochs 1000
No. of neurons in each layer 64

No. of hidden layers 2
No. of neurons in the input layer 48

No. of neurons in the output layer 250
Optimizer SGD

Learning rate 1 × 10−3
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